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Abstract

Repeating earthquakes repeatedly rupture the same fault asperities, which are likely loaded to failure by surrounding aseismic

slip. However, repeaters occur less often than would be expected if these earthquakes accommodate all of the long-term slip on

the asperities. Here we assess a possible explanation for this slip discrepancy: partial ruptures. On asperities that are much

larger than the nucleation radius, a fraction of the slip could be accommodated by smaller ruptures on the same asperities.

We search for partial ruptures of repeating earthquakes in Parkfield using the Northern California earthquakes catalogue. We

find 3991 individual repeaters which have 4468 partial ruptures. The presence of partial ruptures suggests that asperities of

repeating earthquakes are much larger than the nucleation radius. However, we find that partial ruptures could accommodate

only around 25% of the slip on repeating earthquake patches. A 25% increase in the slip budget can explain only a small portion

of the long recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes.
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Key Points:7

• We search for partial ruptures of repeating earthquakes in Parkfield, California.8

• We find partial ruptures, which suggests repeating earthquake asperities are many9

times larger than the nucleation radius.10

• Including partial ruptures in the slip budget does not account for the repeaters’11

surprisingly long recurrence intervals.12
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Abstract13

Repeating earthquakes repeatedly rupture the same fault asperities, which are likely loaded14

to failure by surrounding aseismic slip. However, repeaters occur less often than would15

be expected if these earthquakes accommodate all of the long-term slip on the asperi-16

ties. Here we assess a possible explanation for this slip discrepancy: partial ruptures. On17

asperities that are much larger than the nucleation radius, a fraction of the slip could18

be accommodated by smaller ruptures on the same asperities. We search for partial rup-19

tures of repeating earthquakes in Parkfield using the Northern California earthquakes20

catalogue. We find 3991 individual repeaters which have 4468 partial ruptures. The pres-21

ence of partial ruptures suggests that asperities of repeating earthquakes are much larger22

than the nucleation radius. However, we find that partial ruptures could accommodate23

only around 25% of the slip on repeating earthquake patches. A 25% increase in the slip24

budget can explain only a small portion of the long recurrence intervals of repeating earth-25

quakes.26

Plain Language Summary27

Repeating earthquakes happen on the same fault patch over and over again. They28

are thought to happen on locked patches surrounded by a slowly moving section of the29

fault. This slow-moving fault loads the patch to failure. However, the observed slip on30

the repeating earthquake patches does not match the long-term slip on the surround-31

ing fault. This slip deficit means the time between earthquakes is longer than expected.32

We explore the possibility that some of the slip deficit is explained by slip happening in33

smaller earthquakes (“partial ruptures”) in between the time of the larger magnitude re-34

peating earthquakes. We search for partial ruptures in Parkfield, California using the35

Northern California earthquakes catalogue, which contains many well-located repeating36

earthquake sequences. We find that partial ruptures could accommodate up to 25% of37

the slip on repeating earthquake patches, but this is still not enough slip to explain why38

small repeating earthquakes occur about 5 times less often than one would expect.39

1 Introduction40

1.1 Long recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes41

Repeating earthquakes rupture the same asperity of a fault time and time again,42

with surprisingly regular recurrence intervals. These earthquakes are identified by their43

co-located rupture asperities, equal magnitudes, and waveform similarity (Uchida & Bürgmann,44

2019; Gao et al., 2021; Waldhauser & Schaff, 2021). At first glance, repeating earthquakes45

seem to be an simple phenomenon; these earthquakes represent locked asperities on a46

fault, which are loaded to failure by the surrounding fault creep (Beeler et al., 2001). In47

this simple framework, the time between repeating events also seems intuitive; if the as-48

perity is locked between earthquakes, the slip in each earthquake (S) should match the49

slip rate (Vcreep) in the creeping area surrounding the repeater asperity. If the average50

time between repeating earthquakes is Tr, the slip per repeater should be S = VcreepTr.51

To relate the recurrence interval Tr to the moment M0 of an earthquake, we note52

that the seismic slip scales with the cube root of the seismic moment:53

S =
M

1
3
0 ∆σ

cµ
, (1)

where M0 is the seismic moment, ∆σ is the stress drop, µ is the shear modulus and c54

is a geometric constant. For a circular rupture, c = 1.81. If the slip per earthquake is55

equal to VcreepTr, we find that56

Tr =
M

1
3
0 ∆σ

1.81µVcreep
. (2)
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And if the stress drop is magnitude-independent, as often observed (e.g., Allmann & Shearer,57

2007), this simple model of repeaters would suggest that the recurrence interval should58

scale as Tr ≈ M
1/3
0 .59

However, the observed recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes are much longer60

than this calculation would imply, at least given seismological estimates of the stress drop61

(Abercrombie, 2014; Abercrombie et al., 2020) and geodetic or geological estimates of62

the regional creep rate (Harris & Segall, 1987; R. M. Nadeau & Johnson, 1998). Further,63

repeater recurrence intervals observed globally scale with moment as Tr ∝ M0.17
0 , not64

M
1/3
0 (R. M. Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; K. H. Chen et al., 2007). One can think of these65

discrepancies as a slip deficit. The observed seismic slip in the repeating earthquakes is66

smaller than the long-term slip on the surrounding fault.67

Nevertheless, repeating earthquakes are often used as embedded creep-meters on68

faults.Their recurrence times are coupled with the empirical M0 ∝ T 0.17
r scaling to es-69

timate slip rate (e.g., Waldhauser & Schaff, 2021; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2019). However,70

the difference between the observed and theoretical scaling implies that we still do not71

fully understand the processes that create repeating earthquakes. Until we can under-72

stand the difference between the observed and theoretical scaling, repeater-based creep-73

meters will remain empirical, making it difficult to expand their use or understand their74

uncertainty.75

1.2 Proposed origins of the missing slip76

Researchers have proposed a range of physical models to explain the long recur-77

rence intervals of repeating earthquakes. One set of models allows stress drop to increase78

as earthquakes get smaller. To match the geodetically observed slip rate in Parkfield and79

recover the Tr ∝ M0.17
0 scaling, the stress drop would have to scale as M

−1/4
0 (K. H. Chen80

et al., 2007). In this case, very small repeating events would require high stress drop (∼81

2 GPa, Sammis & Rice, 2001). In Parkfield, repeaters are observed to have median stress82

drops around just 10 MPa (Abercrombie, 2014; Imanishi et al., 2004; Allmann & Shearer,83

2007), though these stress drops could be underestimated if earthquakes have heteroge-84

neous slip distributions with highly localised slip (Dreger et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2016).85

A second set of models allows spatial variations in creep rate. A locally lower creep86

rate could be created by a boundary effect along the border between locked and creep-87

ing sections of the fault (Sammis & Rice, 2001). However, the common occurrence of re-88

peating earthquakes is hard to reconcile with the geometrical constraints of this model89

– in Parkfield, 55% of earthquakes are repeating (Nadeau et al., 2004), and it is difficult90

to place all of these earthquakes along creeping boundaries. Instead, Williams et al. (2019)91

suggest that creep rate varies among the strands that compose the fault zone. In this92

model, repeaters have long recurrence times because the fault strands have lower slip rates93

than the system they compose. However, there are few observations to support this more94

recent model.95

A final set of models allows slip on the repeater asperity between repeating earth-96

quakes. These models suggest that much of the slip on repeater asperities accumulates97

aseismically or via smaller ruptures on the same asperity: via “partial ruptures” (Beeler98

et al., 2001; Chen & Lapusta, 2009, 2019; Cattania & Segall, 2019). As these partial rup-99

tures take up a part of the asperity’s slip budget, the recurrence interval estimate above,100

which includes only the slip in repeaters, will underestimate repeaters’ recurrence times.101

Such inter-repeater slip seems plausible – we regularly see partial ruptures of locked faults102

around the world (e.g., Ruiz et al., 2014; Konca et al., 2008; Qiu et al., 2016; Uchida et103

al., 2012).104
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1.3 Modelled partial ruptures105

In this study, we focus on this last model: where the asperity can release some mo-106

ment as smaller earthquakes between the larger characteristic repeating events. In this107

model, the behaviour of the repeating earthquake asperity depends on the asperity ra-108

dius. Specifically, behaviour depends on how big the radius is relative to the “nucleation109

radius” Rnucl: the radius of the smallest asperity that can host a seismic event (e.g., Ru-110

ina, 1983; Cattania & Segall, 2019; Chen & Lapusta, 2019, 2009).111

• On repeater asperities that are only slightly larger than the nucleation radius, all112

ruptures on the asperity will be around the same size.113

• On repeater asperities that are much larger than the nucleation radius, there are114

also small earthquakes that do not rupture the entire asperity. There are “par-115

tial ruptures” between complete repeater ruptures.116

As such, with increasing asperity size, we expect to observe a transition from the117

regime where partial ruptures are not present to a regime where a large portion of the118

slip budget is made up of partial ruptures. The transition is estimated to occur between119

R ∼ 4.3 Rnucl - 6 Rnucl (Cattania & Segall, 2019). The presence or absence of partial120

ruptures could thus allow us to place a constraint on the size of repeating earthquake121

asperities relative to the nucleation radius.122

In this study, we aim to identify and count the partial ruptures of repeating earth-123

quakes in Parkfield, California. We will use our observations to (1) determine if slip in124

partial ruptures can account for the repeaters’ slip deficit and explain the long recurrence125

intervals of repeating earthquakes and to (2) determine the size of repeater asperities rel-126

ative to the nucleation radius. We will use this calibration to further tune and assess nu-127

merical models of repeating earthquakes’ long recurrence intervals.128

2 Finding repeaters and partial ruptures129

We begin by searching for repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures in Parkfield,130

California. We consider two repeating earthquake catalogues. First, we use a simple ap-131

proach to identify co-located earthquakes from their locations, without new waveform132

correlation. We take advantage of the high-quality earthquake locations already obtained133

in this area (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008) and identify co-located earthquakes as earth-134

quakes located within one rupture radius of each other. Second, we use a more sophis-135

ticated and extensive repeater catalogue created using waveform correlation by Waldhauser136

and Schaff (2021).137

2.1 Identifying repeating earthquakes138

To search for repeaters in the NCSN double-difference relocated catalogue (Waldhauser139

& Schaff, 2008; Schaff & Waldhauser, 2005; Waldhauser, 2013), we first select earthquakes140

in the 90-km-long area around Parkfield (Figure S.2), where over 50% of seismicity oc-141

curs in repeating clusters (Nadeau et al., 2004). We analyse events between 1984 and142

2021, excluding ten years after the 28th September 2004 Mw 6 Parkfield earthquake; this143

large-magnitude event affects the moment and recurrence interval of repeating sequences144

(K. H. Chen et al., 2010, 2013). The analysed catalogue contains 7590 events with mag-145

nitudes between Mw -0.3 and 4.9.146

We calculate each event’s moment (M0) from the catalogue magnitude (M) assum-147

ing M0 = 101.2M+10.15 (Wyss et al., 2004). We then estimate the ruptures’ radii. For148

circular ruptures, the radii R are149

R =

(
7

16

M0

∆σ

) 1
3

. (3)
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In our primary analysis, we assume a stress drop ∆σ of 10 MPa, as has been inferred150

for events in the Parkfield region (Abercrombie, 2014; Allmann & Shearer, 2007; Iman-151

ishi & Ellsworth, 2006). We obtain similar results with a 3 MPa stress drop (section 3.4).152

To search for repeating earthquakes, we cut the catalogue at the magnitude of com-153

pleteness (Mw 1.1) to identify mostly complete sets of repeating earthquakes: without154

too many missed events. We consider each Mw > 1.1 earthquake in the NCSN cata-155

logue as a potential repeater and search for co-located events: earthquakes whose cat-156

alogue locations are within one radius of this reference event horizontally as well as ver-157

tically. These co-located earthquakes are classified as potential repeaters if their mag-158

nitudes are within 0.3 magnitude units of each other. However, we remove repeater pairs159

separated by less than 50 days (as shown in Figure 3), as pairs with short recurrence in-160

tervals are likely to be ruptures triggered by a nearby larger mainshock, not ”normal”161

repeating earthquakes loaded by aseismic slip. Our constraint on recurrence intervals is162

similar to that have been applied to repeaters by Li et al. (2007) and Bohnhoff et al. (2017).163

To account for the catalogue location error, we allow an 80-m uncertainty on the164

horizontal location and a 97-m uncertainty on the vertical location. These uncertainties165

are the 90% confidence limits for relative location errors in the combined relocated and166

real-time catalogues. This lenient constraint will include separated earthquake pairs, pro-167

viding an upper bound on the number of repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures. We168

additionally use the error ellipse reported in the NCSN catalogue for each event pair to169

provide a lower bound on the number of repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures (see170

section 3.4).171

2.2 Identifying partial ruptures172

Our search of the NCSN catalogue reveals 3991 individual repeating earthquakes:173

3991 earthquakes plausibly co-located with at least one other earthquake within 0.3 mag-174

nitude units. We also have 2976 repeating earthquakes from the Waldhauser and Schaff175

(2021) catalogue, grouped into 612 sequences. We can now search for partial ruptures176

of each of these earthquakes. We again search the entire catalogue for co-located events.177

Here we do not truncate the catalogue at Mw 1.1. Rather, partial ruptures are events178

within one radius of a repeater, but with a magnitude at least 0.3 Mw units smaller.179

3 Analysing repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures180

Our earthquake search results in two collections of repeating earthquakes and par-181

tial ruptures. In the first collection, made by searching the relocated NCSN catalogue,182

we find 3991 individual repeaters. These events have 4468 partial ruptures. In the sec-183

ond collection, using the Waldhauser and Schaff (2021) catalogue, we find 2976 repeaters184

which have 2463 partial ruptures. Four examples of these repeaters and partial ruptures185

are illustrated in Figure 1. The repeating earthquakes are coloured in blue, and the smaller-186

magnitude partial ruptures are in orange. Some repeating asperities host numerous par-187

tial ruptures (e.g., panel b) while other asperities host mostly similar-magnitude events188

(e.g., panel c).189

3.1 Moment-recurrence scaling of repeaters190

We now analyse the numbers and timings of the two collections of repeating earth-191

quakes and partial ruptures. We first analyse the repeaters’ recurrence intervals. We take192

each identified repeater and determine the time between that event and the next repeater193

on its asperity. We plot this recurrence interval against the pair’s average moment in Fig-194

ures 2a and c for each collection of repeating earthquakes. Since there is significant scat-195

ter in the individual recurrence intervals, we also bin the pairs by moment and calcu-196

late the median recurrence interval in each moment bin. We estimate the uncertainty197

–5–
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of these median recurrence intervals using a bootstrapping approach. In each of 1,000198

bootstrap iterations, we randomly choose 80% of the events and recompute the median199

recurrence interval in each bin. Finally, we perform a linear regression between the log200

recurrence interval and the log moment. In this regression, each recurrence interval es-201

timate is down-weighted by the bootstrap-derived standard deviation.202

In Figure 2a, the best-fitting line implies that the recurrence interval scaling for203

repeater pairs in the NCSN collection is Tr ∝ M0.17
0 , with 95% confidence limits plac-204

ing the exponent between 0.16 and 0.18 (confidence limits plotted in Figure S.3). The205

scaling is similar to previous estimates in the Parkfield region (R. M. Nadeau & John-206

son, 1998) and elsewhere (K. H. Chen et al., 2007). In Figure 2b, the best-fitting moment-207

recurrence scaling for sequences from the Waldhauser and Schaff (2021) collection is Tr ∝208

M0.17
0 , with 95% confidence limits placing the exponent between 0.11 and 0.23.209

3.2 Summed moment in repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures210

Next, we analyse the moment released by repeating earthquakes and partial rup-211

tures. For each identified repeater, we calculate the sum of the moment accommodated212

in similar-magnitude co-located events – the total repeater moment. We also calculate213

the sum of the moment in all co-located events, including smaller magnitude partial rup-214

tures – the total moment. In Figure 2b and 2d we plot the total moment against the to-215

tal repeater moment. The dots are coloured by the median magnitude of the co-located216

repeaters. Note that there is one dot per repeating earthquake (not per repeating earth-217

quake sequence) since we analyse each repeater and its co-located events separately. Since218

we plot one dot per repeater but repeaters occur in sequences, we effectively analyse some219

earthquakes more than once, but that repetition should not influence our interpretation.220

As expected, the total moments are larger than the repeater moments. Including the par-221

tial rupture moment pushes the dots slightly above a one to one line in Figure 2b and222

2d.223

We are not interested in individual dots, but in the average moment accommodated224

by partial ruptures and how that moment changes with repeater magnitude. We there-225

fore bin our observations by repeater magnitude. The repeater magnitude bins have a226

width of 0.43 magnitude units between Mw 1 and Mw 3.6, but varying the bin size does227

not strongly influence our analysis (section 3.4). In each repeater magnitude bin, we av-228

erage the moments plotted in Figure 2b and 2d to obtain the mean total repeater mo-229

ment and the mean total moment. The pink dots in Figure 2b and d show the mean to-230

tal moment in each repeater magnitude bin plotted against the mean total repeater mo-231

ment in that magnitude bin. The mean total moments are only 10 to 20% larger than232

the mean repeater moments in each magnitude bin; the average moment in partial rup-233

tures seems to be small compared to the total seismic moment.234

We note, however, that we are likely missing some partial rupture moment. Some235

small partial ruptures are likely not detected and included in the NCSN catalogue. To236

account for these missing earthquakes, we estimate and then correct for the NCSN cat-237

alogue’s detection bias as a function of magnitude. We compute the magnitude distri-238

bution of the NCSN catalogue in the Parkfield region and note that it follows a linear239

Gutenberg-Richter relationship with a b value of 0.97 above the magnitude of complete-240

ness of Mw 1.1 (Figure S.11). We hypothesise that this distribution extends to at least241

Mw = −0.5, which is the smallest partial rupture likely to contribute a significant mo-242

ment. We therefore use the observed Gutenberg-Richter distribution to compute a the-243

oretical cumulative moment. We compute the theoretical moment between Mw = −0.5244

and some cutoff magnitude Mcut, which will represent the maximum magnitude we are245

considering for each repeater. We also compute the observed cumulative moment: the246

moment in all observed earthquakes between Mw = −0.5 and Mw = Mcut. The ratio247

of the observed to the theoretical moment is a detection ratio: the fraction of the mo-248

–6–
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ment detected in each magnitude range. These theoretical and observed moment distri-249

butions are illustrated in Figure S.12.250

We use the detection ratio as a simple correction for the moment in undetected par-251

tial ruptures. For a repeater with magnitude Mrep, the maximum magnitude partial rup-252

ture is (by our definition) Mrep−0.3. We therefore take the detection ratio between Mw =253

−0.5 and Mcut = Mrep−0.3, and we estimate the true partial rupture moment for this254

repeater and its co-located events by dividing the partial rupture moment by the detec-255

tion ratio. This correction adds on average around ∼ 15% to the moment observed in256

partial ruptures. We do not use this simple correction to correct the total repeater mo-257

ment, as we only use repeaters above the magnitude of completeness.258

Now that we have corrected all of the partial rupture moments—and thus the to-259

tal moment of the events co-located with each repeater, we again average the total mo-260

ments within various repeater magnitude bins. The pink triangles in Figure 2b and d261

show the mean corrected total moment in each repeater magnitude bin plotted against262

the mean total repeater moment in each magnitude bin. The median moment in par-263

tial ruptures still seems to be small compared to the total seismic moment.264

We plot the fraction of the moment in partial ruptures more explicitly in Figure265

3. In this figure, we divide the total partial and total repeater moments by the number266

of repeaters in each group to obtain the mean repeater and the mean partial moments267

per repeater cycle. Panel a shows the partial rupture moment per cycle as a function of268

the mean repeater moment, and panel b shows the fraction of the moment in partial rup-269

tures as a function of median repeater moment, with and without the correction for de-270

tection bias. The corrected moment in partial ruptures in each cycle increases from 5%271

to 30% between Mw 1 and Mw 2 and then decreases back toward 5 to 10%. Note, how-272

ever, that we may still underestimate the moment in partial ruptures for repeaters smaller273

than Mw 2 because the location uncertainty is similar to the size of the asperity. The274

90% error bars plotted in Figure 4 are derived from bootstrapping the earthquakes in275

our analysis (section 3.1); they cannot account for partial ruptures that are systemat-276

ically missing because of location error. For the most robust interpretation, one may wish277

to focus on the results for Mw ≥ 2 repeaters in Figure 4 and ignore the results for smaller278

repeaters.279

3.3 Corrected moment-recurrence scaling280

We were motivated to identify the moment in partial ruptures to assess whether281

partial ruptures could help explain the surprisingly long recurrence intervals of repeat-282

ing earthquakes, as the partials could account for part of the slip budget. As such, we283

consider two ways to illustrate the partial ruptures’ role in repeaters’ slip budget: (1)284

by adjusting the total seismic moment and (2) by adjusting the expected slip per repeater.285

These equivalent representations are presented in Figure 4.286

The grey circles in Figure 4a are re-plotted from Figure 2a; they show recurrence287

interval versus moment for individual repeating earthquakes in the NCSN collection. The288

larger light blue circles show averages of these values: the median recurrence intervals289

versus median moment for repeaters in each magnitude bin, again re-plotted from Fig-290

ure 2a. However, comparing the recurrence interval to the median repeater moment ig-291

nores the moment in partial ruptures. We therefore correct these moments to include292

the observed partial rupture moment in each magnitude bin. We multiply the repeater293

moments by our inferred total-to-repeater moment ratios: by 1 plus the values plotted294

in Figure 3b. These corrected total moments are plotted in orange in Figure 4. The val-295

ues are very similar to the uncorrected blue dots, and the best-fitting recurrence inter-296

val scaling is still Tr ∝ M0.17
0 . The absolute values of the recurrence intervals, and thus297

the y-axis intercept, also change very little.298

–7–
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Figure 1. Examples of groups co-located earthquakes, including partial ruptures and repeat-

ing earthquakes. Repeating earthquakes are defined as similar-magnitude (within 0.3 magnitude

units) co-located ruptures and are plotted in blue. Partial ruptures are smaller co-located rup-

tures and are plotted in orange. The event circled in black is the reference event used to identify

the group of co-located events. The median latitude, longitude and magnitude of the repeating

earthquakes are printed at the top of each panel. The grey box in the third panel is the ten years

after the September 28th 2004 Mw 6.0 earthquake, which is excluded from this study.

–8–
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Figure 2. (a) Recurrence interval versus moment for each repeater set from the location-based

NCSN repeater collection (Waldhauser, 2013). Individual values are plotted as grey circles, and

medians for moment bins are plotted as blue circles. The error bars on the medians indicate 95%

confidence limits, which were estimated via bootstrapping (details in the text). The best-fitting

line is plotted in solid black and has a gradient of 0.17. The dashed line shows the predicted

recurrence intervals assuming a stress drop of 10 MPa. (b) The total moment in repeating earth-

quakes (x-axis) compared to the total moment in each group of co-located events, including

repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures (y-axis). Each dot is coloured by the median moment

of the repeating earthquake group. Light pink dots are the means for various magnitude bins.

The dark pink triangles are the binned means corrected for missing small events (see text for

more details). (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b) using sequences from the Waldhauser and

Schaff (2021) repeater collection.
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Figure 3. (a) Total moment in partial ruptures as a function of repeating earthquake mo-

ment. Both values are per cycle; the values normalised by the number of repeating earthquakes

in each sequence. The dark pink triangles show the binned averages, and the black lines show the

5th and 95th percentiles of these binned medians, as derived from bootstrapping. The dark pink

triangles show the binned values corrected for detection bias, as described in the text. (b) The

y-axis shows the partial to repeater moment ratio: the ratio of the partial rupture moment per

cycle to the mean repeater moment. The x-axis is as in panel (a): the mean repeater moment.

The grey shaded region in panel (b) highlights events below Mw 2 that may have higher uncer-

tainty due to location errors.

We also find minimal change in the scaling if we instead correct the recurrence in-299

terval for the partial rupture contribution. In Figure 4b, we convert the recurrence in-300

terval to a slip per repeating earthquake cycle. As noted in the introduction, the slip on301

the asperity per cycle should match the long-term slip outside the asperity so that the302

slip per cycle should be S = VcreepTr, or 23 mm/yr times Tr in Parkfield (R. M. Nadeau303

& Johnson, 1998). The grey and blue dots in Figure 4b show the slip per cycle plotted304

against repeater moment, using this simple mapping from panel a. However, some of the305

slip per cycle is accommodated by partial ruptures. To account for the slip in partial rup-306

tures, we divide the slip per cycle in each magnitude bin by the ratio of the total to re-307

peater moment in that bin. As expected, the orange dots move down by 5 to 20%. The308

best-fitting weighted slopes increase by 23%.309

Results are similar when we carry out the same analysis for the Waldhauser and310

Schaff (2021) repeater collection (Figure S.9).311

3.4 Testing for bias in analysis312

Finally, we note that in our analysis we have made a number of parameter choices:313

about the assumed stress drop, the local magnitude conversion, the repeater magnitude314

bin size, and the events’ location uncertainty. To test that our observation of partial rup-315

tures is not biased by our approach, we repeat our analysis with modifications of these316

parameters. First, we test whether our result changes if we modify the stress drop as-317

sumed to estimate earthquake radii (Figures S.4) or the local-to-moment magnitude con-318

version (Figure S.5). These modifications can change the slope of the recurrence-magnitude319

scaling by up to 20%, but we find that they do not significantly change the sum of the320

moment contained in partial ruptures.321
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Figure 4. (a) Recurrence interval versus moment, corrected for moment in partial ruptures.

The grey circles are the recurrence interval versus moment for individual repeating earthquakes

in the NCSN collection, and medians for moment bins are plotted as blue circles (same as Fig-

ure 2a). We multiply the repeater moments by our inferred total-to-repeater moment ratios: by 1

plus the values plotted in Figure 3b. These corrected total moments are plotted in orange. These

values are very similar to the uncorrected blue dots, and the new best-fitting recurrence interval

scaling is still Tr ∝ M0.17
0 . (b) Slip per repeater versus moment, corrected for slip in partial rup-

tures. We convert reassurance interval to slip assuming a long-term fault slip rate of 23mm/year.

We divide the repeater slip by our inferred total-to-repeater moment ratios. These corrected slips

are plotted in orange. The new best-fitting recurrence interval scaling is slip ∝ M0.13
0 .
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Next, we test the influence of the binning and down-weighting by the bootstrap-322

derived standard deviation on the scaling. Changing the bin size and location can in-323

fluence the number of events in each bin and the standard deviation down-weighting, par-324

ticularly for larger magnitude events, where bins can include as few as ∼20 events. Dif-325

ferent binning can change the slope of the scaling relationship by up to 30%, up to Tr ∝326

M0.24
0 , but even with uncertainty never reaches the theoretical scaling of Tr ∝ M

1/3
0 .327

And in any case, we note that this dataset is not intended to accurately determine this328

scaling relationship but to determine the moment accommodated in partial ruptures; that329

moment remains a few tens of percent or less.330

We further test the influence of the events’ location uncertainty with a more so-331

phisticated approach: using the location error ellipse reported in the NCSN catalogue332

for each event pair instead of using cutoffs on horizontal and vertical distances separately.333

We compute the maximum distance between the two earthquakes that is allowed given334

the 95% error ellipse. Repeaters and partial ruptures are only identified if this maximum335

distance between a pair of events is within one rupture radius, ensuring events are co-336

located. This more time-consuming approach reduces the number of identified repeaters337

and partial ruptures by ∼ 90%. However, the scaling relationship and the ratio of the338

moment in repeaters to the total moment in each sequence are similar (Figure S.6).339

In this study, we consider two collections of repeaters and partial ruptures (Fig-340

ure 4 and S.9). We find similar results when using both collections of repeaters. That341

does make sense, as 77% of repeaters in the NCSN collection are in the Waldhauser and342

Schaff (2021) collection of repeaters, and 63% of the missed events are below the mag-343

nitude of completeness (see Figure S.10). Our simple location-based criterion for locat-344

ing repeating earthquakes appears to be suitable for this application in this region.345

4 Discussion346

4.1 Partial rupture slip budget and repeater recurrence intervals.347

We were motivated to search for partial ruptures to assess whether slip in partial348

ruptures could account for repeaters’ slip deficit and explain why repeating earthquakes349

occur less often than predicted. Our do observations reveal numerous partial ruptures.350

On typical repeater asperities, the moment in partial ruptures is 5 - 30% of the repeater351

moment. Those moment fractions imply that partial ruptures could accommodate up352

to 25% of the slip on repeating earthquake asperities. However, a 25% increase in the353

slip budget can explain only a factor of 1.25 increase in the recurrence intervals of re-354

peating earthquakes. That is a small portion of the recurrence interval discrepancy that355

is often observed. MW 2 repeaters, for instance, occur about 5 times less often than one356

would expect given a 10 MPa stress drop and a 23 mm/year long-term slip rate.357

The partial rupture moment also appears unable to explain the scaling of repeater358

recurrence interval Tr with the moment. The recurrence does not change when we ad-359

just for the partial rupture moment (Figure 4). Smaller repeating earthquakes still seem360

to occur particularly less often than one would expect given the long-term slip rate.361

4.2 How big are repeaters relative to their nucleation radius Rnucl?362

Partial ruptures may do more than accommodate slip. The presence or absence of363

partial ruptures allows us to place a constraint on the size of repeating earthquake as-364

perities relative to the nucleation radius: the size of the smallest asperity capable of host-365

ing seismic slip (Rnucl, e.g. Dieterich, 1992; Rubin & Ampuero, 2005; Chen & Lapusta,366

2009; Cattania & Segall, 2019; Cattania, 2019). If repeating earthquake asperities were367

only slightly larger than the nucleation radius, then all ruptures on a given asperity would368

be around the same size, and there would be no partial ruptures.369
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Most repeaters in our collection do have partial ruptures. We do not observe a clear370

transition from no partial ruptures to partial ruptures with magnitude (Figures 3b & 4b).371

For instance, asperities with Mw 2 repeaters accommodate 25% of their moment in par-372

tial ruptures, and that percentage stays the same or decreases as repeater magnitude in-373

creases to Mw 3. Even asperities with Mw 1 repeaters accommodate 5% of their moment374

in partial ruptures, and that partial moment is likely underestimated because of earth-375

quake location uncertainty. The consistent existence of partial ruptures implies at least376

that most Mw > 2 repeaters have R >> Rnucl.377

4.3 Tuning a numerical model to match repeater recurrence?378

As a final use of our partial rupture observations, we assess some models of repeat-379

ing earthquakes based on crack-like ruptures (e.g., Chen & Lapusta, 2009, 2019; Cat-380

tania & Segall, 2019). These models can reproduce the observed Tr ∼ M0.17
0 recurrence381

interval-moment scaling. But to match observed recurrence intervals and moments, the382

models are tuned; modellers indirectly specify the nucleation radius, stress drop, and the383

long-term fault creep rate as they attempt to match the available constraints (e.g., Fig-384

ure 14 of Cattania & Segall, 2019). Our observations introduce an additional constraint385

on the tuning: that at least Mw > 2 repeaters have R >> Rnucl. This constraint im-386

plies that the nucleation length Rnucl is a few metres or less.387

This new constraint proves challenging for the models. It is not possible to tune388

the models to reproduce (1) a nucleation length less than a few metres, as inferred here,389

as well as (2) a typical stress drop around 10 MPa (Abercrombie, 2014), and (3) a long-390

term creep rate near Parkfield of 23 mm/yr (R. Nadeau et al., 1994). This tuning fail-391

ure could indicate that a crack model coupled with rate and state friction is a poor rep-392

resentation of repeating earthquakes.393

However, it is also possible that the models are a good representation of repeaters,394

and one of these observational constraints is incorrect or misinterpreted. Perhaps earth-395

quake stress drops are actually ≥ 100 MPa, not 10 MPa, and seismic observations un-396

derestimate the stress drop because rupture models do not account for heterogeneous397

slip (Nadeau et al., 2004). Or perhaps the relevant long-term slip rate is much smaller,398

of order 4.5 cm/yr, because the fault zone is composed of several fault strands, and it399

is the strand’s slip rate, not the regional slip rate, that drives repeaters (Chen & Lapusta,400

2009; Williams et al., 2019). Alternatively, observations of partial ruptures may not ac-401

curately indicate the size of a repeater asperity relative to its nucleation size. Other fault402

processes such as off-fault plasticity (Mia et al., 2022) or variations in frictional prop-403

erties (e.g., Uchida et al., 2007) may also encourage partial ruptures.404

Given these uncertainties, it may be of interest to consider the implications of the405

crack model when relaxing the assumption of constant stress drop. The crack model pre-406

dicts that Tr ∝ R1/2 (Cattania & Segall, 2019). For a constant stress drop, M0 ∝ R3
407

so that Tr ∝ M
1/6
0 . More generally, we can write M0 ∝ SR2, with S the coseismic408

slip, which is at most equal to the slip accumulated interseismically outside the asper-409

ity (VplTr). We consider a particular scenario: where the fraction of the moment accom-410

modated by inter-repeater slip—by aseismic slip or partial ruptures—remains constant,411

independent of magnitude. A constant fraction around 20% would match our observa-412

tions, for instance, though it is not specifically predicted by crack-based thresholds for413

rupture coupled with rate and state friction given simple frictional properties Chen and414

Lapusta (2009); Cattania and Segall (2019); Chen and Lapusta (2019). Given such a magnitude-415

independent fraction, we can write M0 ∝ TrR
2 ∝ T 5

r . Therefore, the model predicts416

that if the inter-repeater moment fraction remains constant, the recurrence interval should417

scale with the moment as Tr ∝ M
1/5
0 . This scaling is close to the previously observed418

scaling of Tr ∝ M00.17. Further, the stress drops should decrease with increasing re-419

peater moment, following a ∆τ ∝ M
−1/5
0 scaling. This magnitude scaling is small enough420
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to be hidden within the current uncertainty of stress drop estimates (Abercrombie et al.,421

2020). Perhaps it will be observed in future studies.422

5 Conclusion423

With this work, we sought to test the hypothesis that small repeating earthquakes424

have exceptionally long recurrence intervals because small earthquakes accommodate slip425

on the asperities between repeating earthquakes. We identify numerous partial ruptures426

by searching for small co-located earthquakes in Parkfield, California, using the NCSN427

catalogue (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008), employing two collections of repeaters: one based428

on the relative locations and another created by Waldhauser and Schaff (2021). In both429

collections of repeaters, we find that partial ruptures accommodate only a small frac-430

tion of the moment. These fractions imply that partial ruptures could accommodate up431

to 25% of the slip on repeating earthquake asperities. This is not enough slip to explain432

why small repeating earthquakes often occur 5 times less often than one would expect.433

6 Open Research434

A Jupyter notebook containing a simple tutorial to identify repeating earthquakes435

and partial ruptures from the double-difference Earthquake Catalog for Northern Cal-436

ifornia is available at https : //github.com/ARTURNER45/Partialruptures (Turner,437

2022).438
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Key Points:7

• We search for partial ruptures of repeating earthquakes in Parkfield, California.8

• We find partial ruptures, which suggests repeating earthquake asperities are many9

times larger than the nucleation radius.10

• Including partial ruptures in the slip budget does not account for the repeaters’11

surprisingly long recurrence intervals.12
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Abstract13

Repeating earthquakes repeatedly rupture the same fault asperities, which are likely loaded14

to failure by surrounding aseismic slip. However, repeaters occur less often than would15

be expected if these earthquakes accommodate all of the long-term slip on the asperi-16

ties. Here we assess a possible explanation for this slip discrepancy: partial ruptures. On17

asperities that are much larger than the nucleation radius, a fraction of the slip could18

be accommodated by smaller ruptures on the same asperities. We search for partial rup-19

tures of repeating earthquakes in Parkfield using the Northern California earthquakes20

catalogue. We find 3991 individual repeaters which have 4468 partial ruptures. The pres-21

ence of partial ruptures suggests that asperities of repeating earthquakes are much larger22

than the nucleation radius. However, we find that partial ruptures could accommodate23

only around 25% of the slip on repeating earthquake patches. A 25% increase in the slip24

budget can explain only a small portion of the long recurrence intervals of repeating earth-25

quakes.26

Plain Language Summary27

Repeating earthquakes happen on the same fault patch over and over again. They28

are thought to happen on locked patches surrounded by a slowly moving section of the29

fault. This slow-moving fault loads the patch to failure. However, the observed slip on30

the repeating earthquake patches does not match the long-term slip on the surround-31

ing fault. This slip deficit means the time between earthquakes is longer than expected.32

We explore the possibility that some of the slip deficit is explained by slip happening in33

smaller earthquakes (“partial ruptures”) in between the time of the larger magnitude re-34

peating earthquakes. We search for partial ruptures in Parkfield, California using the35

Northern California earthquakes catalogue, which contains many well-located repeating36

earthquake sequences. We find that partial ruptures could accommodate up to 25% of37

the slip on repeating earthquake patches, but this is still not enough slip to explain why38

small repeating earthquakes occur about 5 times less often than one would expect.39

1 Introduction40

1.1 Long recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes41

Repeating earthquakes rupture the same asperity of a fault time and time again,42

with surprisingly regular recurrence intervals. These earthquakes are identified by their43

co-located rupture asperities, equal magnitudes, and waveform similarity (Uchida & Bürgmann,44

2019; Gao et al., 2021; Waldhauser & Schaff, 2021). At first glance, repeating earthquakes45

seem to be an simple phenomenon; these earthquakes represent locked asperities on a46

fault, which are loaded to failure by the surrounding fault creep (Beeler et al., 2001). In47

this simple framework, the time between repeating events also seems intuitive; if the as-48

perity is locked between earthquakes, the slip in each earthquake (S) should match the49

slip rate (Vcreep) in the creeping area surrounding the repeater asperity. If the average50

time between repeating earthquakes is Tr, the slip per repeater should be S = VcreepTr.51

To relate the recurrence interval Tr to the moment M0 of an earthquake, we note52

that the seismic slip scales with the cube root of the seismic moment:53

S =
M

1
3
0 ∆σ

cµ
, (1)

where M0 is the seismic moment, ∆σ is the stress drop, µ is the shear modulus and c54

is a geometric constant. For a circular rupture, c = 1.81. If the slip per earthquake is55

equal to VcreepTr, we find that56

Tr =
M

1
3
0 ∆σ

1.81µVcreep
. (2)
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And if the stress drop is magnitude-independent, as often observed (e.g., Allmann & Shearer,57

2007), this simple model of repeaters would suggest that the recurrence interval should58

scale as Tr ≈ M
1/3
0 .59

However, the observed recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes are much longer60

than this calculation would imply, at least given seismological estimates of the stress drop61

(Abercrombie, 2014; Abercrombie et al., 2020) and geodetic or geological estimates of62

the regional creep rate (Harris & Segall, 1987; R. M. Nadeau & Johnson, 1998). Further,63

repeater recurrence intervals observed globally scale with moment as Tr ∝ M0.17
0 , not64

M
1/3
0 (R. M. Nadeau & Johnson, 1998; K. H. Chen et al., 2007). One can think of these65

discrepancies as a slip deficit. The observed seismic slip in the repeating earthquakes is66

smaller than the long-term slip on the surrounding fault.67

Nevertheless, repeating earthquakes are often used as embedded creep-meters on68

faults.Their recurrence times are coupled with the empirical M0 ∝ T 0.17
r scaling to es-69

timate slip rate (e.g., Waldhauser & Schaff, 2021; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2019). However,70

the difference between the observed and theoretical scaling implies that we still do not71

fully understand the processes that create repeating earthquakes. Until we can under-72

stand the difference between the observed and theoretical scaling, repeater-based creep-73

meters will remain empirical, making it difficult to expand their use or understand their74

uncertainty.75

1.2 Proposed origins of the missing slip76

Researchers have proposed a range of physical models to explain the long recur-77

rence intervals of repeating earthquakes. One set of models allows stress drop to increase78

as earthquakes get smaller. To match the geodetically observed slip rate in Parkfield and79

recover the Tr ∝ M0.17
0 scaling, the stress drop would have to scale as M

−1/4
0 (K. H. Chen80

et al., 2007). In this case, very small repeating events would require high stress drop (∼81

2 GPa, Sammis & Rice, 2001). In Parkfield, repeaters are observed to have median stress82

drops around just 10 MPa (Abercrombie, 2014; Imanishi et al., 2004; Allmann & Shearer,83

2007), though these stress drops could be underestimated if earthquakes have heteroge-84

neous slip distributions with highly localised slip (Dreger et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2016).85

A second set of models allows spatial variations in creep rate. A locally lower creep86

rate could be created by a boundary effect along the border between locked and creep-87

ing sections of the fault (Sammis & Rice, 2001). However, the common occurrence of re-88

peating earthquakes is hard to reconcile with the geometrical constraints of this model89

– in Parkfield, 55% of earthquakes are repeating (Nadeau et al., 2004), and it is difficult90

to place all of these earthquakes along creeping boundaries. Instead, Williams et al. (2019)91

suggest that creep rate varies among the strands that compose the fault zone. In this92

model, repeaters have long recurrence times because the fault strands have lower slip rates93

than the system they compose. However, there are few observations to support this more94

recent model.95

A final set of models allows slip on the repeater asperity between repeating earth-96

quakes. These models suggest that much of the slip on repeater asperities accumulates97

aseismically or via smaller ruptures on the same asperity: via “partial ruptures” (Beeler98

et al., 2001; Chen & Lapusta, 2009, 2019; Cattania & Segall, 2019). As these partial rup-99

tures take up a part of the asperity’s slip budget, the recurrence interval estimate above,100

which includes only the slip in repeaters, will underestimate repeaters’ recurrence times.101

Such inter-repeater slip seems plausible – we regularly see partial ruptures of locked faults102

around the world (e.g., Ruiz et al., 2014; Konca et al., 2008; Qiu et al., 2016; Uchida et103

al., 2012).104
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1.3 Modelled partial ruptures105

In this study, we focus on this last model: where the asperity can release some mo-106

ment as smaller earthquakes between the larger characteristic repeating events. In this107

model, the behaviour of the repeating earthquake asperity depends on the asperity ra-108

dius. Specifically, behaviour depends on how big the radius is relative to the “nucleation109

radius” Rnucl: the radius of the smallest asperity that can host a seismic event (e.g., Ru-110

ina, 1983; Cattania & Segall, 2019; Chen & Lapusta, 2019, 2009).111

• On repeater asperities that are only slightly larger than the nucleation radius, all112

ruptures on the asperity will be around the same size.113

• On repeater asperities that are much larger than the nucleation radius, there are114

also small earthquakes that do not rupture the entire asperity. There are “par-115

tial ruptures” between complete repeater ruptures.116

As such, with increasing asperity size, we expect to observe a transition from the117

regime where partial ruptures are not present to a regime where a large portion of the118

slip budget is made up of partial ruptures. The transition is estimated to occur between119

R ∼ 4.3 Rnucl - 6 Rnucl (Cattania & Segall, 2019). The presence or absence of partial120

ruptures could thus allow us to place a constraint on the size of repeating earthquake121

asperities relative to the nucleation radius.122

In this study, we aim to identify and count the partial ruptures of repeating earth-123

quakes in Parkfield, California. We will use our observations to (1) determine if slip in124

partial ruptures can account for the repeaters’ slip deficit and explain the long recurrence125

intervals of repeating earthquakes and to (2) determine the size of repeater asperities rel-126

ative to the nucleation radius. We will use this calibration to further tune and assess nu-127

merical models of repeating earthquakes’ long recurrence intervals.128

2 Finding repeaters and partial ruptures129

We begin by searching for repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures in Parkfield,130

California. We consider two repeating earthquake catalogues. First, we use a simple ap-131

proach to identify co-located earthquakes from their locations, without new waveform132

correlation. We take advantage of the high-quality earthquake locations already obtained133

in this area (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008) and identify co-located earthquakes as earth-134

quakes located within one rupture radius of each other. Second, we use a more sophis-135

ticated and extensive repeater catalogue created using waveform correlation by Waldhauser136

and Schaff (2021).137

2.1 Identifying repeating earthquakes138

To search for repeaters in the NCSN double-difference relocated catalogue (Waldhauser139

& Schaff, 2008; Schaff & Waldhauser, 2005; Waldhauser, 2013), we first select earthquakes140

in the 90-km-long area around Parkfield (Figure S.2), where over 50% of seismicity oc-141

curs in repeating clusters (Nadeau et al., 2004). We analyse events between 1984 and142

2021, excluding ten years after the 28th September 2004 Mw 6 Parkfield earthquake; this143

large-magnitude event affects the moment and recurrence interval of repeating sequences144

(K. H. Chen et al., 2010, 2013). The analysed catalogue contains 7590 events with mag-145

nitudes between Mw -0.3 and 4.9.146

We calculate each event’s moment (M0) from the catalogue magnitude (M) assum-147

ing M0 = 101.2M+10.15 (Wyss et al., 2004). We then estimate the ruptures’ radii. For148

circular ruptures, the radii R are149

R =

(
7

16

M0

∆σ

) 1
3

. (3)
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In our primary analysis, we assume a stress drop ∆σ of 10 MPa, as has been inferred150

for events in the Parkfield region (Abercrombie, 2014; Allmann & Shearer, 2007; Iman-151

ishi & Ellsworth, 2006). We obtain similar results with a 3 MPa stress drop (section 3.4).152

To search for repeating earthquakes, we cut the catalogue at the magnitude of com-153

pleteness (Mw 1.1) to identify mostly complete sets of repeating earthquakes: without154

too many missed events. We consider each Mw > 1.1 earthquake in the NCSN cata-155

logue as a potential repeater and search for co-located events: earthquakes whose cat-156

alogue locations are within one radius of this reference event horizontally as well as ver-157

tically. These co-located earthquakes are classified as potential repeaters if their mag-158

nitudes are within 0.3 magnitude units of each other. However, we remove repeater pairs159

separated by less than 50 days (as shown in Figure 3), as pairs with short recurrence in-160

tervals are likely to be ruptures triggered by a nearby larger mainshock, not ”normal”161

repeating earthquakes loaded by aseismic slip. Our constraint on recurrence intervals is162

similar to that have been applied to repeaters by Li et al. (2007) and Bohnhoff et al. (2017).163

To account for the catalogue location error, we allow an 80-m uncertainty on the164

horizontal location and a 97-m uncertainty on the vertical location. These uncertainties165

are the 90% confidence limits for relative location errors in the combined relocated and166

real-time catalogues. This lenient constraint will include separated earthquake pairs, pro-167

viding an upper bound on the number of repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures. We168

additionally use the error ellipse reported in the NCSN catalogue for each event pair to169

provide a lower bound on the number of repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures (see170

section 3.4).171

2.2 Identifying partial ruptures172

Our search of the NCSN catalogue reveals 3991 individual repeating earthquakes:173

3991 earthquakes plausibly co-located with at least one other earthquake within 0.3 mag-174

nitude units. We also have 2976 repeating earthquakes from the Waldhauser and Schaff175

(2021) catalogue, grouped into 612 sequences. We can now search for partial ruptures176

of each of these earthquakes. We again search the entire catalogue for co-located events.177

Here we do not truncate the catalogue at Mw 1.1. Rather, partial ruptures are events178

within one radius of a repeater, but with a magnitude at least 0.3 Mw units smaller.179

3 Analysing repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures180

Our earthquake search results in two collections of repeating earthquakes and par-181

tial ruptures. In the first collection, made by searching the relocated NCSN catalogue,182

we find 3991 individual repeaters. These events have 4468 partial ruptures. In the sec-183

ond collection, using the Waldhauser and Schaff (2021) catalogue, we find 2976 repeaters184

which have 2463 partial ruptures. Four examples of these repeaters and partial ruptures185

are illustrated in Figure 1. The repeating earthquakes are coloured in blue, and the smaller-186

magnitude partial ruptures are in orange. Some repeating asperities host numerous par-187

tial ruptures (e.g., panel b) while other asperities host mostly similar-magnitude events188

(e.g., panel c).189

3.1 Moment-recurrence scaling of repeaters190

We now analyse the numbers and timings of the two collections of repeating earth-191

quakes and partial ruptures. We first analyse the repeaters’ recurrence intervals. We take192

each identified repeater and determine the time between that event and the next repeater193

on its asperity. We plot this recurrence interval against the pair’s average moment in Fig-194

ures 2a and c for each collection of repeating earthquakes. Since there is significant scat-195

ter in the individual recurrence intervals, we also bin the pairs by moment and calcu-196

late the median recurrence interval in each moment bin. We estimate the uncertainty197
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of these median recurrence intervals using a bootstrapping approach. In each of 1,000198

bootstrap iterations, we randomly choose 80% of the events and recompute the median199

recurrence interval in each bin. Finally, we perform a linear regression between the log200

recurrence interval and the log moment. In this regression, each recurrence interval es-201

timate is down-weighted by the bootstrap-derived standard deviation.202

In Figure 2a, the best-fitting line implies that the recurrence interval scaling for203

repeater pairs in the NCSN collection is Tr ∝ M0.17
0 , with 95% confidence limits plac-204

ing the exponent between 0.16 and 0.18 (confidence limits plotted in Figure S.3). The205

scaling is similar to previous estimates in the Parkfield region (R. M. Nadeau & John-206

son, 1998) and elsewhere (K. H. Chen et al., 2007). In Figure 2b, the best-fitting moment-207

recurrence scaling for sequences from the Waldhauser and Schaff (2021) collection is Tr ∝208

M0.17
0 , with 95% confidence limits placing the exponent between 0.11 and 0.23.209

3.2 Summed moment in repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures210

Next, we analyse the moment released by repeating earthquakes and partial rup-211

tures. For each identified repeater, we calculate the sum of the moment accommodated212

in similar-magnitude co-located events – the total repeater moment. We also calculate213

the sum of the moment in all co-located events, including smaller magnitude partial rup-214

tures – the total moment. In Figure 2b and 2d we plot the total moment against the to-215

tal repeater moment. The dots are coloured by the median magnitude of the co-located216

repeaters. Note that there is one dot per repeating earthquake (not per repeating earth-217

quake sequence) since we analyse each repeater and its co-located events separately. Since218

we plot one dot per repeater but repeaters occur in sequences, we effectively analyse some219

earthquakes more than once, but that repetition should not influence our interpretation.220

As expected, the total moments are larger than the repeater moments. Including the par-221

tial rupture moment pushes the dots slightly above a one to one line in Figure 2b and222

2d.223

We are not interested in individual dots, but in the average moment accommodated224

by partial ruptures and how that moment changes with repeater magnitude. We there-225

fore bin our observations by repeater magnitude. The repeater magnitude bins have a226

width of 0.43 magnitude units between Mw 1 and Mw 3.6, but varying the bin size does227

not strongly influence our analysis (section 3.4). In each repeater magnitude bin, we av-228

erage the moments plotted in Figure 2b and 2d to obtain the mean total repeater mo-229

ment and the mean total moment. The pink dots in Figure 2b and d show the mean to-230

tal moment in each repeater magnitude bin plotted against the mean total repeater mo-231

ment in that magnitude bin. The mean total moments are only 10 to 20% larger than232

the mean repeater moments in each magnitude bin; the average moment in partial rup-233

tures seems to be small compared to the total seismic moment.234

We note, however, that we are likely missing some partial rupture moment. Some235

small partial ruptures are likely not detected and included in the NCSN catalogue. To236

account for these missing earthquakes, we estimate and then correct for the NCSN cat-237

alogue’s detection bias as a function of magnitude. We compute the magnitude distri-238

bution of the NCSN catalogue in the Parkfield region and note that it follows a linear239

Gutenberg-Richter relationship with a b value of 0.97 above the magnitude of complete-240

ness of Mw 1.1 (Figure S.11). We hypothesise that this distribution extends to at least241

Mw = −0.5, which is the smallest partial rupture likely to contribute a significant mo-242

ment. We therefore use the observed Gutenberg-Richter distribution to compute a the-243

oretical cumulative moment. We compute the theoretical moment between Mw = −0.5244

and some cutoff magnitude Mcut, which will represent the maximum magnitude we are245

considering for each repeater. We also compute the observed cumulative moment: the246

moment in all observed earthquakes between Mw = −0.5 and Mw = Mcut. The ratio247

of the observed to the theoretical moment is a detection ratio: the fraction of the mo-248
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ment detected in each magnitude range. These theoretical and observed moment distri-249

butions are illustrated in Figure S.12.250

We use the detection ratio as a simple correction for the moment in undetected par-251

tial ruptures. For a repeater with magnitude Mrep, the maximum magnitude partial rup-252

ture is (by our definition) Mrep−0.3. We therefore take the detection ratio between Mw =253

−0.5 and Mcut = Mrep−0.3, and we estimate the true partial rupture moment for this254

repeater and its co-located events by dividing the partial rupture moment by the detec-255

tion ratio. This correction adds on average around ∼ 15% to the moment observed in256

partial ruptures. We do not use this simple correction to correct the total repeater mo-257

ment, as we only use repeaters above the magnitude of completeness.258

Now that we have corrected all of the partial rupture moments—and thus the to-259

tal moment of the events co-located with each repeater, we again average the total mo-260

ments within various repeater magnitude bins. The pink triangles in Figure 2b and d261

show the mean corrected total moment in each repeater magnitude bin plotted against262

the mean total repeater moment in each magnitude bin. The median moment in par-263

tial ruptures still seems to be small compared to the total seismic moment.264

We plot the fraction of the moment in partial ruptures more explicitly in Figure265

3. In this figure, we divide the total partial and total repeater moments by the number266

of repeaters in each group to obtain the mean repeater and the mean partial moments267

per repeater cycle. Panel a shows the partial rupture moment per cycle as a function of268

the mean repeater moment, and panel b shows the fraction of the moment in partial rup-269

tures as a function of median repeater moment, with and without the correction for de-270

tection bias. The corrected moment in partial ruptures in each cycle increases from 5%271

to 30% between Mw 1 and Mw 2 and then decreases back toward 5 to 10%. Note, how-272

ever, that we may still underestimate the moment in partial ruptures for repeaters smaller273

than Mw 2 because the location uncertainty is similar to the size of the asperity. The274

90% error bars plotted in Figure 4 are derived from bootstrapping the earthquakes in275

our analysis (section 3.1); they cannot account for partial ruptures that are systemat-276

ically missing because of location error. For the most robust interpretation, one may wish277

to focus on the results for Mw ≥ 2 repeaters in Figure 4 and ignore the results for smaller278

repeaters.279

3.3 Corrected moment-recurrence scaling280

We were motivated to identify the moment in partial ruptures to assess whether281

partial ruptures could help explain the surprisingly long recurrence intervals of repeat-282

ing earthquakes, as the partials could account for part of the slip budget. As such, we283

consider two ways to illustrate the partial ruptures’ role in repeaters’ slip budget: (1)284

by adjusting the total seismic moment and (2) by adjusting the expected slip per repeater.285

These equivalent representations are presented in Figure 4.286

The grey circles in Figure 4a are re-plotted from Figure 2a; they show recurrence287

interval versus moment for individual repeating earthquakes in the NCSN collection. The288

larger light blue circles show averages of these values: the median recurrence intervals289

versus median moment for repeaters in each magnitude bin, again re-plotted from Fig-290

ure 2a. However, comparing the recurrence interval to the median repeater moment ig-291

nores the moment in partial ruptures. We therefore correct these moments to include292

the observed partial rupture moment in each magnitude bin. We multiply the repeater293

moments by our inferred total-to-repeater moment ratios: by 1 plus the values plotted294

in Figure 3b. These corrected total moments are plotted in orange in Figure 4. The val-295

ues are very similar to the uncorrected blue dots, and the best-fitting recurrence inter-296

val scaling is still Tr ∝ M0.17
0 . The absolute values of the recurrence intervals, and thus297

the y-axis intercept, also change very little.298
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Figure 1. Examples of groups co-located earthquakes, including partial ruptures and repeat-

ing earthquakes. Repeating earthquakes are defined as similar-magnitude (within 0.3 magnitude

units) co-located ruptures and are plotted in blue. Partial ruptures are smaller co-located rup-

tures and are plotted in orange. The event circled in black is the reference event used to identify

the group of co-located events. The median latitude, longitude and magnitude of the repeating

earthquakes are printed at the top of each panel. The grey box in the third panel is the ten years

after the September 28th 2004 Mw 6.0 earthquake, which is excluded from this study.
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Figure 2. (a) Recurrence interval versus moment for each repeater set from the location-based

NCSN repeater collection (Waldhauser, 2013). Individual values are plotted as grey circles, and

medians for moment bins are plotted as blue circles. The error bars on the medians indicate 95%

confidence limits, which were estimated via bootstrapping (details in the text). The best-fitting

line is plotted in solid black and has a gradient of 0.17. The dashed line shows the predicted

recurrence intervals assuming a stress drop of 10 MPa. (b) The total moment in repeating earth-

quakes (x-axis) compared to the total moment in each group of co-located events, including

repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures (y-axis). Each dot is coloured by the median moment

of the repeating earthquake group. Light pink dots are the means for various magnitude bins.

The dark pink triangles are the binned means corrected for missing small events (see text for

more details). (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b) using sequences from the Waldhauser and

Schaff (2021) repeater collection.
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Figure 3. (a) Total moment in partial ruptures as a function of repeating earthquake mo-

ment. Both values are per cycle; the values normalised by the number of repeating earthquakes

in each sequence. The dark pink triangles show the binned averages, and the black lines show the

5th and 95th percentiles of these binned medians, as derived from bootstrapping. The dark pink

triangles show the binned values corrected for detection bias, as described in the text. (b) The

y-axis shows the partial to repeater moment ratio: the ratio of the partial rupture moment per

cycle to the mean repeater moment. The x-axis is as in panel (a): the mean repeater moment.

The grey shaded region in panel (b) highlights events below Mw 2 that may have higher uncer-

tainty due to location errors.

We also find minimal change in the scaling if we instead correct the recurrence in-299

terval for the partial rupture contribution. In Figure 4b, we convert the recurrence in-300

terval to a slip per repeating earthquake cycle. As noted in the introduction, the slip on301

the asperity per cycle should match the long-term slip outside the asperity so that the302

slip per cycle should be S = VcreepTr, or 23 mm/yr times Tr in Parkfield (R. M. Nadeau303

& Johnson, 1998). The grey and blue dots in Figure 4b show the slip per cycle plotted304

against repeater moment, using this simple mapping from panel a. However, some of the305

slip per cycle is accommodated by partial ruptures. To account for the slip in partial rup-306

tures, we divide the slip per cycle in each magnitude bin by the ratio of the total to re-307

peater moment in that bin. As expected, the orange dots move down by 5 to 20%. The308

best-fitting weighted slopes increase by 23%.309

Results are similar when we carry out the same analysis for the Waldhauser and310

Schaff (2021) repeater collection (Figure S.9).311

3.4 Testing for bias in analysis312

Finally, we note that in our analysis we have made a number of parameter choices:313

about the assumed stress drop, the local magnitude conversion, the repeater magnitude314

bin size, and the events’ location uncertainty. To test that our observation of partial rup-315

tures is not biased by our approach, we repeat our analysis with modifications of these316

parameters. First, we test whether our result changes if we modify the stress drop as-317

sumed to estimate earthquake radii (Figures S.4) or the local-to-moment magnitude con-318

version (Figure S.5). These modifications can change the slope of the recurrence-magnitude319

scaling by up to 20%, but we find that they do not significantly change the sum of the320

moment contained in partial ruptures.321
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Figure 4. (a) Recurrence interval versus moment, corrected for moment in partial ruptures.

The grey circles are the recurrence interval versus moment for individual repeating earthquakes

in the NCSN collection, and medians for moment bins are plotted as blue circles (same as Fig-

ure 2a). We multiply the repeater moments by our inferred total-to-repeater moment ratios: by 1

plus the values plotted in Figure 3b. These corrected total moments are plotted in orange. These

values are very similar to the uncorrected blue dots, and the new best-fitting recurrence interval

scaling is still Tr ∝ M0.17
0 . (b) Slip per repeater versus moment, corrected for slip in partial rup-

tures. We convert reassurance interval to slip assuming a long-term fault slip rate of 23mm/year.

We divide the repeater slip by our inferred total-to-repeater moment ratios. These corrected slips

are plotted in orange. The new best-fitting recurrence interval scaling is slip ∝ M0.13
0 .
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Next, we test the influence of the binning and down-weighting by the bootstrap-322

derived standard deviation on the scaling. Changing the bin size and location can in-323

fluence the number of events in each bin and the standard deviation down-weighting, par-324

ticularly for larger magnitude events, where bins can include as few as ∼20 events. Dif-325

ferent binning can change the slope of the scaling relationship by up to 30%, up to Tr ∝326

M0.24
0 , but even with uncertainty never reaches the theoretical scaling of Tr ∝ M

1/3
0 .327

And in any case, we note that this dataset is not intended to accurately determine this328

scaling relationship but to determine the moment accommodated in partial ruptures; that329

moment remains a few tens of percent or less.330

We further test the influence of the events’ location uncertainty with a more so-331

phisticated approach: using the location error ellipse reported in the NCSN catalogue332

for each event pair instead of using cutoffs on horizontal and vertical distances separately.333

We compute the maximum distance between the two earthquakes that is allowed given334

the 95% error ellipse. Repeaters and partial ruptures are only identified if this maximum335

distance between a pair of events is within one rupture radius, ensuring events are co-336

located. This more time-consuming approach reduces the number of identified repeaters337

and partial ruptures by ∼ 90%. However, the scaling relationship and the ratio of the338

moment in repeaters to the total moment in each sequence are similar (Figure S.6).339

In this study, we consider two collections of repeaters and partial ruptures (Fig-340

ure 4 and S.9). We find similar results when using both collections of repeaters. That341

does make sense, as 77% of repeaters in the NCSN collection are in the Waldhauser and342

Schaff (2021) collection of repeaters, and 63% of the missed events are below the mag-343

nitude of completeness (see Figure S.10). Our simple location-based criterion for locat-344

ing repeating earthquakes appears to be suitable for this application in this region.345

4 Discussion346

4.1 Partial rupture slip budget and repeater recurrence intervals.347

We were motivated to search for partial ruptures to assess whether slip in partial348

ruptures could account for repeaters’ slip deficit and explain why repeating earthquakes349

occur less often than predicted. Our do observations reveal numerous partial ruptures.350

On typical repeater asperities, the moment in partial ruptures is 5 - 30% of the repeater351

moment. Those moment fractions imply that partial ruptures could accommodate up352

to 25% of the slip on repeating earthquake asperities. However, a 25% increase in the353

slip budget can explain only a factor of 1.25 increase in the recurrence intervals of re-354

peating earthquakes. That is a small portion of the recurrence interval discrepancy that355

is often observed. MW 2 repeaters, for instance, occur about 5 times less often than one356

would expect given a 10 MPa stress drop and a 23 mm/year long-term slip rate.357

The partial rupture moment also appears unable to explain the scaling of repeater358

recurrence interval Tr with the moment. The recurrence does not change when we ad-359

just for the partial rupture moment (Figure 4). Smaller repeating earthquakes still seem360

to occur particularly less often than one would expect given the long-term slip rate.361

4.2 How big are repeaters relative to their nucleation radius Rnucl?362

Partial ruptures may do more than accommodate slip. The presence or absence of363

partial ruptures allows us to place a constraint on the size of repeating earthquake as-364

perities relative to the nucleation radius: the size of the smallest asperity capable of host-365

ing seismic slip (Rnucl, e.g. Dieterich, 1992; Rubin & Ampuero, 2005; Chen & Lapusta,366

2009; Cattania & Segall, 2019; Cattania, 2019). If repeating earthquake asperities were367

only slightly larger than the nucleation radius, then all ruptures on a given asperity would368

be around the same size, and there would be no partial ruptures.369
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Most repeaters in our collection do have partial ruptures. We do not observe a clear370

transition from no partial ruptures to partial ruptures with magnitude (Figures 3b & 4b).371

For instance, asperities with Mw 2 repeaters accommodate 25% of their moment in par-372

tial ruptures, and that percentage stays the same or decreases as repeater magnitude in-373

creases to Mw 3. Even asperities with Mw 1 repeaters accommodate 5% of their moment374

in partial ruptures, and that partial moment is likely underestimated because of earth-375

quake location uncertainty. The consistent existence of partial ruptures implies at least376

that most Mw > 2 repeaters have R >> Rnucl.377

4.3 Tuning a numerical model to match repeater recurrence?378

As a final use of our partial rupture observations, we assess some models of repeat-379

ing earthquakes based on crack-like ruptures (e.g., Chen & Lapusta, 2009, 2019; Cat-380

tania & Segall, 2019). These models can reproduce the observed Tr ∼ M0.17
0 recurrence381

interval-moment scaling. But to match observed recurrence intervals and moments, the382

models are tuned; modellers indirectly specify the nucleation radius, stress drop, and the383

long-term fault creep rate as they attempt to match the available constraints (e.g., Fig-384

ure 14 of Cattania & Segall, 2019). Our observations introduce an additional constraint385

on the tuning: that at least Mw > 2 repeaters have R >> Rnucl. This constraint im-386

plies that the nucleation length Rnucl is a few metres or less.387

This new constraint proves challenging for the models. It is not possible to tune388

the models to reproduce (1) a nucleation length less than a few metres, as inferred here,389

as well as (2) a typical stress drop around 10 MPa (Abercrombie, 2014), and (3) a long-390

term creep rate near Parkfield of 23 mm/yr (R. Nadeau et al., 1994). This tuning fail-391

ure could indicate that a crack model coupled with rate and state friction is a poor rep-392

resentation of repeating earthquakes.393

However, it is also possible that the models are a good representation of repeaters,394

and one of these observational constraints is incorrect or misinterpreted. Perhaps earth-395

quake stress drops are actually ≥ 100 MPa, not 10 MPa, and seismic observations un-396

derestimate the stress drop because rupture models do not account for heterogeneous397

slip (Nadeau et al., 2004). Or perhaps the relevant long-term slip rate is much smaller,398

of order 4.5 cm/yr, because the fault zone is composed of several fault strands, and it399

is the strand’s slip rate, not the regional slip rate, that drives repeaters (Chen & Lapusta,400

2009; Williams et al., 2019). Alternatively, observations of partial ruptures may not ac-401

curately indicate the size of a repeater asperity relative to its nucleation size. Other fault402

processes such as off-fault plasticity (Mia et al., 2022) or variations in frictional prop-403

erties (e.g., Uchida et al., 2007) may also encourage partial ruptures.404

Given these uncertainties, it may be of interest to consider the implications of the405

crack model when relaxing the assumption of constant stress drop. The crack model pre-406

dicts that Tr ∝ R1/2 (Cattania & Segall, 2019). For a constant stress drop, M0 ∝ R3
407

so that Tr ∝ M
1/6
0 . More generally, we can write M0 ∝ SR2, with S the coseismic408

slip, which is at most equal to the slip accumulated interseismically outside the asper-409

ity (VplTr). We consider a particular scenario: where the fraction of the moment accom-410

modated by inter-repeater slip—by aseismic slip or partial ruptures—remains constant,411

independent of magnitude. A constant fraction around 20% would match our observa-412

tions, for instance, though it is not specifically predicted by crack-based thresholds for413

rupture coupled with rate and state friction given simple frictional properties Chen and414

Lapusta (2009); Cattania and Segall (2019); Chen and Lapusta (2019). Given such a magnitude-415

independent fraction, we can write M0 ∝ TrR
2 ∝ T 5

r . Therefore, the model predicts416

that if the inter-repeater moment fraction remains constant, the recurrence interval should417

scale with the moment as Tr ∝ M
1/5
0 . This scaling is close to the previously observed418

scaling of Tr ∝ M00.17. Further, the stress drops should decrease with increasing re-419

peater moment, following a ∆τ ∝ M
−1/5
0 scaling. This magnitude scaling is small enough420
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to be hidden within the current uncertainty of stress drop estimates (Abercrombie et al.,421

2020). Perhaps it will be observed in future studies.422

5 Conclusion423

With this work, we sought to test the hypothesis that small repeating earthquakes424

have exceptionally long recurrence intervals because small earthquakes accommodate slip425

on the asperities between repeating earthquakes. We identify numerous partial ruptures426

by searching for small co-located earthquakes in Parkfield, California, using the NCSN427

catalogue (Waldhauser & Schaff, 2008), employing two collections of repeaters: one based428

on the relative locations and another created by Waldhauser and Schaff (2021). In both429

collections of repeaters, we find that partial ruptures accommodate only a small frac-430

tion of the moment. These fractions imply that partial ruptures could accommodate up431

to 25% of the slip on repeating earthquake asperities. This is not enough slip to explain432

why small repeating earthquakes often occur 5 times less often than one would expect.433

6 Open Research434

A Jupyter notebook containing a simple tutorial to identify repeating earthquakes435

and partial ruptures from the double-difference Earthquake Catalog for Northern Cal-436

ifornia is available at https : //github.com/ARTURNER45/Partialruptures (Turner,437

2022).438
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Text S1: Scaling relations accounting for partial ruptures

We aim to determine how much slip is predicted to be in partial ruptures. To do so, we

again consider repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures occurring on locked patches

loaded by the surrounding creeping fault. The slip in each earthquake (S) should match

the surrounding fault creep (Vcreep) that has been loading the asperity in the time since

the last event (Tr), e.g. S = VcreepTr. We follow the arguments of Cattania (2019), that

the behaviour of the repeating earthquakes is controlled by the ratio of the slip required to

nucleate an event (Sn) and the slip required for the earthquake to rupture the full patch

(Sfull). Sn increases as the nucleation size (R∞) increases, whereas Sfull increases with

the size of the patch (R). If the slip required to nucleate an event is larger than the slip
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required for a full rupture, Sn > Sfull, all ruptures are full ruptures. If the slip required

to nucleate an event is smaller than the slip required for a full rupture, Sn < Sfull, partial

ruptures can occur. We define the ratio:

Sn

Sfull

∝
√
Rinf

R
(1)

The ratio of the slip required to nucleate an event to the slip required for a full rupture is

proportional to the square root of nucleation size divided by the asperity size. When this

ratio is less than 1, partial ruptures can occur. The minimum slip for a partial rupture is

Sn, although in each cycle, there may be more than one partial rupture, therefore more

slip. Therefore, the ratio Sn

Sfull
, gives the minimum ratio of partial slip to full slip. Partial

ruptures occur from ∼ R = 4.3R∞ to 100R∞, so the slip ratio varies from approximately

0.7 to 0.2. Text S2: Scaling relations accounting for partial ruptures

To find recurrence interval as function of T , we write:

M0 = µπSeqR
2 ∼ α(R)TVplR

2, (2)

where where Kc = fracture energy, ϕ=geometrical factor accounting for rupture shape, µ′

effective shear modulus (depending on mode II, III), Vpl is the loading velocity, Seq is the

average coseismic slip and α(R) = Seq/TVpl is the fraction of slip deficit released in the

earthquake. With T ∼
√
R,

M0 ∼ α(R)R5/2 ∼ α(R)T 5 (3)

Alternatively, we can write:

M0 ∼ ∆τ(R)R3, (4)
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where ∆τ(R) ∼ α(R)TVpl/R ∼ α(R)R−1/2. Cattania and Segall (2019) assumed con-

stant ∆τ , which gives: T ∼ M
1/6
0 , and implies:

α(R) ∼ R1/2, (5)

implying that larger repeaters take up a larger fraction of the slip deficit (consistent with

the results from Appendix B). This is also similar to the interpretation from (Chen &

Lapusta, 2009), in which a larger fraction of slip is taken up by aseismic slip for small

events.

If instead we assumed constant α (for example α = 1, which implies that all slip deficit

is released during full ruptures), we would get M0 ∼ R5/2 so that T ∼ M
1/5
0 . Note that

this would also imply scale dependent stress drops: ∆τ ∼ R−1/2 ∼ M
−1/5
0 .
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Figure S1. Example of a full rupture on an asperity of size R = 8R∞, from Cattania and

Segall (2019).The colour indicates the slip speed. In this model, an event nucleates and ruptures

the entire asperity. In the interseismic period, the asperity is locked. A creep front slowly erodes

the asperity. In the bottom row, a partial rupture nucleates, and then the asperity is locked

again.
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Figure S2. Seismicity of the Parkfield region. Grey dots show the events in the Northern

California seismic network double-difference relocated catalogue. Dark blue events are repeat-

ing earthquakes identified by waldhauser2021comprehensive. Light blue events are repeating

earthquakes identified in this study. Faults plotted from the USGS Quaternary faults and folds

database.
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Figure S3. Bootstrapped values of the slope and intercept of the The best-fitting line of the

moment-recurrence scaling.
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Figure S4. (a) Median recurrence interval versus median moment for pairs of repeating earthquakes from the
relocated Northern California catalogue waldhauser2013real on a log-log scale assuming a stress drop of 3 MPa. Individual
values are plotted as grey circles, with medians for moment bins shown as blue circles. The error bars on the medians
indicate 95% confidence limits, which were estimated via bootstrapping (details in the text). The best-fitting line is
plotted in solid black with a gradient of 0.15 (b) The total moment in repeating earthquakes compared to the total
moment, including repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures. Each point is coloured by the median moment of the
co-located repeating earthquakes. Light pink points are the binned means. The dark pink triangles are the binned means
corrected for missing small events (see text for more details).
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Figure S5. Same as Figure S.2, but assuming a stress drop of 10 MPa, and a local magnitude

scaling of M0 = 101.51M+16.1 .
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Figure S6. Same as Figure S.2 but using the location error ellipse reported in the NCSN

catalog. Repeating earthquakes and partial ruptures are only identified when the maximum

error is located within the rupture radius.
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Figure S7. left: Total moment in repeating earthquakes to the total moment to partial

ruptures, normalised by the number of repeating earthquakes of each repeater and its co-located

events, identified using the 95th percentile error ellipse in the NCSN catalogue (See main text for

further description of method). Light pink dots show the binned averages from bootstrapping,

following the same bootstrapping procedure described in the text. The grey lines show the 5th

and 95th percentiles of these binned medians. The dark pink triangles are the corrected bin

values, following the same correction described in the text. Right: Ratio of median repeater

moment to the normalised sum of the partial moment.
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Figure S8. Same as figure S7, but using partial ruptures of repeating earthquakes identified

by Waldhauser and Schaff, 2021.
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Figure S9. Log slip per repeating cycle versus median moment for sequences, assuming a long-term fault slip rate
of 3mm/year for Repeating earthquakes in the Waldhauser and Schaff (2021) catalogue. Individual values are plotted as
grey circles, with medians for moment bins shown as blue circles. The error bars on the medians indicate 95% confidence
limits, which were estimated via bootstrapping (details in the text). The orange circles are the medians for moment bins
corrected for the moment in the partial ruptures.
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Figure S10. Distribution of the magnitudes of events from the Waldhauser repeating catalogue

that were missed in our search for repeating earthquakes.
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Figure S11. Linear Gutenberg-Richter distribution for earthquakes in Parkfield.
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Figure S12. Illustration of how the correction of small magnitude missed events is carried

out. Blue dots show the cumulative frequency of events in each magnitude. The blue line is

the observed magnitude-frequency distribution, which has a positive slope below the magnitude

of completeness. The grey line is the theoretical distribution – the distribution is extended to

smaller magnitudes. To calculate the correction, for each magnitude repeater, we take the ratio

of the area beneath the observed curve (blue) to the area below the theoretical curve (pink).
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